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th ere must be communication, and communication
must not be limited, as

it tends to be at present, to

e xchanges between those involved in the task or
unravelling the past. It must he extended both to the
student a nd to the public at large, and this may
require two, or three quite different kinds of
literature (Inskeep 1970:302).
Yet, despite some success in puhlic archaeology
certainly, some forms of <:trchaeology such as rock art

have always had a robust public protile and partic ipation the prevailing mood among southe rn African archaeologists is pessimistic. For example, Lizeka Mda' s
state ment that "our advances in archaeo logy are not widel y
known beyond the National Geographic Society, as there
is no vehicle through which we l.'an blow our own horns"
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(1997:35) and the rece nt closure of the Unive rsity of
Stellenbosch 's Archaeo logy Department suggests that, at
best, mainstream society regards archaeology as a
redundant ami indulgent pu rsuit and, at worst , ignores or

is entirely unaware of the discipline. This has prompted
some thoughts on the "o ngoing debate in some quarters o n
the positio n and role of archaeology in South African
society" (Maze! 1991:59).
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Ngaba-Waye succinctly captures the essence of public
archaeology when he states that "Archaeology must seek
to grasp current phenomena by their roots" (1996:26).
Often the search for 'roots' is literal and involves
excavation - a necessary though destructive and deeply
problematic technique (e.g. , Loubser 1990:72; Solomon
& Smith 1994:62; Hodder 1997). Far more important than
excavation is the intellectual search for 'roots' through the
contemplation of archaeological material culture o r
'artefacts'; not all of which are obtained through
excavation. The artefacts of the archaeological gaze vary
tremendously: from extensive landscape studies , to
intensive analysis of trace elements, to considerations of
ethnographic evidence. In an otherwise hyper-diverse
discipline, it is the contemplation of artefacts in a broad
sense that unites all archaeologists. For the archaeological
contemplation of artefacts to be socially meaningful at
least two episodes of translation are required. First,
archaeologists have to translate artefacts into contemporary
idiom, usually text. Secondly, these textual renderings
have to be translated into popular, usually visual, idiom.
I discuss each translation in turn.

Archaeology and text
The archaeological translation of artefacts operates on
many levels and involves many principles (e.g., Wylie
1989). Typically, we translate artefacts by means of
metonymy and mimesis (e.g. , Kirshenblatt-Gimblettl991 ;
Hodder 1993), processes by which we understand the
artefact to embody or encode the essence of a larger,
usually no longer present reality which, in turn, provides
the artefact with temporal, spatial and interpretive
contexts. In other words, the archaeological artefact is
somewhat contradictorily understood to be both a fragment
as well as a quintessence of a larger whole. However, the
archaeological translation of artefacts is undermined by the
archaeologist almost always being an outsider to the whole
being studied. "It will always be difficult to write the
history of people who did not write the sources, and
whose world-view and epistemology was fu ndamentally
different from those of the writers of the sources"
(Abrahams 1995:34). The archaeological translation of
artefacts is further undermined, at least in Africa, by the
use of text which is often experienced as an artificial and
even colonial phenomenon that has no convincing link to
the past and its artefacts (e.g., Mamdani 1996; see also
Valdes 1992). Rather, artefacts are apprehended visually
and viscerally and much of their power lies in the
difficulty of rendering artefacts textually. Yet most
archaeologists, myself included, tend to be textually
oriented as a result of years of study, reading, writing and
arguing.
Archaeology and the visual
Fortunately, there is a move towards visual literacy
which is a far more appropriate means of communication
than text, particularly in a region such as ours where
words rapidly alter, jargon abounds and many people
cannot read. Translation of the textual to the visual
requires that archaeologists enter into partnerships with

'idiom translators' such as children , graphic artists,
teachers, visual anthropologists and so forth (see Miller
1993:58; Wahl 1996) and "films, theatrical performances,
and audiovisual media are among the means to be
explored in the future for the dissemination of
archaeological knowledge" (Ngaba-Waye 1996:27). For
example, the partnership between archaeologists,
educationists and students has ensured that South Africa's
new History textbooks have a prominent visual and
open-ended interpretive component (e.g., Clacherty &
Ludlow 1995). It is this visual-associative logic, rather
than textual-ascriptive logic, that has the widest appeal and
which most fully communicates the meanings of artefacts.
An important part of the visual translation and
communication of archaeological knowledge is the
example archaeologists set in the manner in which they
introduce archaeological artefacts into the public domain.
For example, the display of the Linton painted fragment
in the 'Africa: the art of a continent' exhibition (4th
October 1995 - 2 1st January 1996), was both good and
bad public archaeology. Though the exhibition was not
staged on African soil, the detailed and interrelated
paintings on the Linton fragment effectively promoted
southern Africa's rock art heritage to the world - but at a
price. As part of exhibition procedure, the Linton painted
fragment was insured for over a million rand. Instead of
being price-less (without price), the Linton painted
fragment was, unintentiona11y, given a cash value by an
archaeological-museological community, thereby
transforming it from an artefact into a commodity which
is, by definition, implicated in a market economy. This
transformation has potentially disastrous consequences for
thousands of unprotected African rock art sites.
Despite such problems, visual translations of artefacts
are, in fact, numerous and exist in both embedded and
dis-embedded forms.
Those sites and artefacts that have suffered minimal
human and natural intervention and which appear
'pristine' represent embedded forms of archaeology. Some
of these locales have been developed as site museums,
which are enhanced by textual , visual and even aural
information. The effectiveness of the embedded form of
archaeology lies in the undeniable authenticity of the site
and its artefacts; a status that is frequently underscored by
the participation of a vocational archaeologist.
Dis-embedded forms of archaeology typically consist
of either authentic artefacts wrested from their original
contexts or facsimile reproductions of artefacts, both of
which are displayed in constructed locales such as art
galleries, books, museums, web sites, and such like. The
dis-embedded form of archaeology often attempts to mimic
the embedded form by means of body casts, dioramas.
muted lighting, reproduction rock shelters and so on.
People are, however, seldom fooled by these attempts at
verisimilitude and have developed alternative translations
of artefacts and the past.
For example, a vigorous form of dis-embedded
archaeology is already present in mainstream society in
the form of innumerable reproductions of artefacts especially rock art imagery - in advertisements, artworks,
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and easily tra nslatable to local needs in order to gain
support and understanding of the local communities
in whose do main such pro jects are undertaken. As

hooks and films and o n clothing, curios, posters and other
objects (e.g., Dowson 1996). The placement of these
facsimile artefacts in the public domain often galls
archaeologists who no longer have the dominant voice and
who are no longer the sole custodians of the past's
mirablia. We now have to compete with advertising
agencies, authors, business, filmmakers, tourists and the
lunatic but popular fringe for control over how artefacts
are understood and translated. In fact, we have to compt:te

with every South African; after all , the "the consumers [of
archaeological knowledge] are people who, through their
taxes, contribute to the production of archaeological
knowledge. They therefore have a stake in archaeology"
(Lewis-Williams 1993:45). Some dis-embedded trans·
lations of archaeological artefacts are insensitive, some are
informed by archaeological researc h while still others,
such as the National Olympic Committee of South Africa' s
1996 'rock art' logo, are a mixture of commercialism and
'nation-building'. This last-mentioned manifestatio n is

ironic. We can only use San rock art as a non-sectarian
symbol hecause the 'Khoisan' have, until recently, been
unable to articulate an identity and voice with which to
claim, defend and use their symbols and heritage (but see
Pietersen 1996; Barnard 1997).

The archaeology of tomorrow and the day after
In an increasingly bland and derivative world (e.g.,
Eco 1986:133-159), people are experiencing the need to
formulate and express distinctive identities, which are
accompanied by similarly distinctive objects and symbols .
Archaeological sites and artefacts , with their authenticity,
antiquity and frequent uniqueness , have an important,
concept-forming role to play in the construction of local
and

national

consciousnesses

and

histories

(e.g.,

a consequence , these communi ties hecorne guardians

o f archaeological sites rather than me re neighbors

(sic) (Kusimha 1996: 169).
In this way, partnerships between archaeologists and
communities are transacted in which the artefact and even

the archaeolog ical site have mu ltiple owners and
custodians . Indeed, some individuals and communities
have been actively using ' other' people' s archaeological
sites and artefacts to r their own purposes for some time
(e. g., Ouzman 1995). At a practical level, the repatriation ,
display and custodianship of artefacts acquired fro m both
re search and salvage archaeo logy may help alleviate the

problems of inadequate storage facilities and poor
conservation practices (<·. g . , Loubser 1990), Jack or
absence of funds and trained staff (e.x . , Kihunjia 1997),
the illicit trade in cultural property (e.~: . , M venge 1996)
and so on.
Southern African archaeology as viewed fro m the
inside appears soc ially sensiti ve a nd aw are of its
deficienc ies and "whe n it comes to te rms w ith such
de ficiencies , and this is by no means impossible , we can

expect ]a] new and greater understanding of a rich and
varied past" (Garlake 1995 :37). On the other hand, "the
decade be tween Nelso n Mandda's release from prison and

his appearance o n the podium as Patron of the Fourth
World Archaeological Congress might witness the
c ruellest perioJ of change in the discipline of archaeology"
(Hall 1997:vi). Re-placing a11efacts from the past into the
public domain "is an altempt to reach into the unknown both past and future. But it is a journey that may be

Appadurai 1981; see also Barnard 1997). In a southern

impossible - indicated by the death in the desert of the

African

against

archaeologist, who died c hasing a chimera, a mirage, an

replacing divisive Apartheid-era concepts with inclusive
Rainbow nation-era concepts. It is not at all certain that
"we need to develop approaches to the past that will
contribute to the formati on of concepts that will pro mote
unity" (Lewis-Williams 1993:46); rather we need to
produce ' honest' and diverse research and visual displays
that convey the fragmentary nature of the past, our
similarly fragmentary understanding of it and the fractious
nature of contemporary society. "South Africa may be
ethnically diverse, but it is far from tolerant. We simply
do not have a history of pride in our culturdl diversity.
We do not have enough self-confidence to hoast of
anything" (Mda 1997:35). Mda may he overly pessimistic:
isn't the 'rock art' T-shirt a translation, display and boast
of our archaeological heritage?
The chain of translation from artefact-text-visual has
many participants and strong as well as weak links. The
problems we face are not limited to Africa and we can
turn to the resources offered by trans-nationalism and
globalization (e.g., Lyotard 1984; During 1997). Yet it
would be a mistake to uncritically embrace globalization,
as the local is often more immediate and important than
the global:
Research should, as much as possible, be relevant

unknowable archetypal symf>ol. His body was found by

context

we

must,

however,

guard

the

othe rs,

his miss ion unaccomplished',

(Tomaselli

1993 :87).

Svcn Ouzman
Rock Art Department
Na tional Museum
Bloemfon tein
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BOOK REVIEW
THE TSODILO JEWELLERY: METAL WORK
FROM NORTHERN PROVINCE
By Duncan Miller. 1996. University of Cape Town Press. R94.95.
A. KOUSARIS
Departmem of Mewllurgy and Marerials Engineering ,
University of the Witwatersrand,
Private Bag 3, Wits 2050

This is a detailed report ( 124 pages) on th~ examination
and assessment of iron and copper artefacts as well as
slags discovered at the Divuyu and Nqoma sites in
Northern Botswana. The repoo1 comprises seven chapters.
Chapters I and 2 are of an introductory nature and
deal with the classification and description of the
a11efacts. It is evident from these two chapters that a lot
of painstaking excavation was undertaken and a very
large numher of artefacts were unearthed and classified .
The sketches of artefacts in Chapter 2 are excellent and
plentiful hut o ne wonders whether a similar objective
could not have heen achieved at a lesser cost through
photography.
C hapter 3 gives metallogmphic and petrographic
descriptions and includes tables of chemical analyses and
summaries of descriptions and artefacts. A detailed
description is given for each article which entails a lot o f
repetition which makes r~ading lahorious. For in:;tance

the mass of artefacts , their corroded appearance and their
hardness could be restricted to the Tables. T~xt could be
used to highlight important aspects of artefacts. The fact
that the photomicrographs appear at the end of the repo11
also makes references rather difficult.
Chapter 4 gives an evaluation and summary of th"
Divuyu technology whil" Chapkr 5 is an "valuation and
summary of the Nqoma material. These two Chpaters are
d l'ectively discussions of Chapter 3.
Chapla 6 makes co mparisons of the tindings with
those from o ther sites and Chapte.r 7 contains the
conclusions.

An extensive hihliography and glossary of important
terms are included followed loy an impressive list of 143
photomicrographs.
T he report is the result of an awful amount of work
and should prove very useful to archaeologists and others
in the fi eld. It should nonetheless be examined with some
circums p~cti on because it cOntains phraseology and
"perpetuat~s "

some

incorr~ct

A few examples may be sited. The author states
on numerous occasions that the carhon content of near

non-metallic inclusions in different ways (cf. pp 54, 58,
59). The simple explanation of this occurence is that the
carhon in the hot iron c ontinues to reduce iron oxide
inc1usions in the iron resulting in the decarhurization of
the surrounding areas.

A "glass transformation temperature" does not
convey any meaning because a glass does not transform.
A glassy material simly hecomes less and less viscous
(hard) as the temperature rises. The term has been used
to explain the fragmentation of slag in metal worked
below a cet1ain temperature and their plastic deformation
when working took place ahove such temperature. The
change-over from a non-deformable to a deformable
condition does not invol ve a transformation and depends

on the details of composition.
The treatment of slag microstructures adopts a
pi ec~meal
approach which can leave the reader
wondering why the microstructures vary as they do and
if there is coherence hetween the ditl'erent observations.
Slag microstructures form upon solidification and cooling
in a fashion similar to that observed in metallic alloys.
Howevl!r, th~! microstruc tures are modified hy the fact
that some s]ag constituents crystalize in non-cubic

lattices. For instance, the Fe0-Si02 combination gives
itself heautifully to a synoptic treatment based on the
relevant part of the phase diagram. The system forms a
eutectic at 75% FeO and the microstructure of "slags" or
unreduced siliceous ore lumps can supply valuable
information on the process and extent of reaction.

Unfortunatly no mention is made of the Fe0-Si02
system.
The author does not explain adequately the origins of
the dendritic and "smaller' wusite particles in fayalite (cf
p. 61 & Fig. 76). It is incorrect to say that the small

rt

wusite pa11icles were "e xsolved" within the fayalite.

or imprecise views

Figure 76 shows a heautiful microstructure of a slag
more than 75% FeO. Solidification
commenc~d hy the formation of the primary wusite

stateme nts whic h might confuse or nlislcad the novice.

itsel f

ex pre ssion.

and tec hnical tt:rms of previous researchers when
reference to standard texthooks have provided more lucid

containin~
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dendrites and ended with the precipitation of the Fe0Fe2Si04 eutectic mixture. This microstructu!'t' shows
definitdy th at the makrial was in the liquid state and that
its temperature was in excess of 1300°. The author do~s
not draw this firm and import::mt conclusion.

All spheroidization of pearlite was attributed to long
annealing treatments after hot forming. This is not

necessarily so. Spheroidization takes place in a matter of
minutes when the metal is worked during transformation

to pearlite. One can hazard a guess that this was probably
more often the case than not.
Reterence is made to hot working of copper (pp 64 &
65) and subsequent recrystallisation by annealing.
Recrystallization is a pre-condition of hot working.
Subsequent annealing of hot worked metal does not
produce recrystallization.

The presense of martensite in a nodule (p. 68) is
interpreted as evidence of quenching , perhaps deliberate ,
to increase the hardness. The author nntes the extremd y
coarse gain size of the alloy but does not point out that
hardness increases with the increasing grain size. Thus
the ma11ensite could well have heen the result of air

cooling . The simplest of methods to increase hardness
and strength is hy cold working. But even this process
does not appear to have heen used ddiherately. In fact,
even artefacts which requireU hardness were more often

than

not "an nealed " after forming . The possibility,

therefore, of deliherate fas t cool ing to produce martens ite
is very remote.
On the hasis of s ilica inclusions in the metal it is

suggested that temperatures of about 1723 'C may have
heen reached in the smelting operations. That is unlikely
because this temperature is well ahove the melting point
of pure iron. No eviMnce has been presented so far to
show melting of pure iron; not even iron with l %C or
mo re with a liquidus temperature of about 1460' C and a
solidus temperature of ahout 1340 'C.
Fu11her examples of inadequate phraseology and
interpretation could he s ited.
In conclusion it may he s.-tkl that the report could
prove very useful fro m the historical perspective and the
author should he commended for his extraordinary e ffort.

However, technological expressions and interpretations
could do w ith re-exa mination.

